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15.4.8 Spectrum of Rod Cluster Control Assembly Ejection Accidents

15.4.8.1.1.3 Reactor Protection

The reactor protection in the event of a rod ejection accident is described in WCAP- 15806-P- A748W,
Revision lA (Reference 4). The protection for this accident is provided by the high neutron flux trip (high
and low setting) and the high rate of neutron flux increase trip. These protection functions are described in
Section 7.2.

15.4.8.1.2 Limiting Criteria

This event is a Condition IV incident (ANSI N 18.2). See subsection 15.0.1 for a discussion of ANS
classification. Because of the extremely low probability of an RCCA ejection accident, some fuel damage
is considered an acceptable consequence.

Comprehensive studies ofthe thNreEshold 0 f fS l failure and ofRthe threshold of significant conversine of the
fuel thermal enerigy to mehanieal energy have been cearied out as patl of the SPERi rofjecet (Refereice
5). EiteornSioe tests tof ueaium diOxeida (Un zircolanium g lad fuel rOdis rteproesentative Oftheseh i
resied water rcaeter eeres sueh as API000 have demonstrated failure tresholds in the ronge f210

to 257 eal~g. Other rods of a slightly different design have exhibited failure as low as 225 eal/g. T~hese
results differ- significandty fem the TrcEAt (ReferenCe 6) results, whieh indicated a failure threshold ue
280 cean4. Limited resuts iandicate that his th-reshold decr-eases by abeut 10 perent with fuel buR up. The
cladding failure mecha t be maelting for zeFe buupzro-pweds and bitole firactue for iadiaed
feds-

Also impaerat is the ealversion ratio ef thea1mal to mechanieal ergyw. 4thia isatie beodmes margifbally
dletectable above 300 can0g for fniuradiated rods and 200 iang fern iradiated rods. Catastoephic failure
(large fuel dispersal, large pr-essure rise), even for- irradiated rods, did not occur below 300 eah'g.

Regulatoryt guide 1.77 -NIREG-0800 Standard Review Plan (SRP) 4.2, Revision 3 (Reference 24),
interim criteria applicable to new plant design certification are applied to provide confidence that there is
little or no possibility of fuel dispersal in the coolant, gross lattice distortion, or severe shock waves.
These criteria are the following:

The pellet clad mechanical interaction (PCMI) failure criteria is a change in radial average fuel
enthalpy greater than the corrosion-dependent limit depicted in Figure 9-B3-I1 of SRP 4.2,
Revision 3, Appendix B.

The high cladding temperature failure criteria for ie-zero-power conditions is a peak radial
average fuel enthalpy greater than 170 cal/g for fuel rods with an internal rod pressure at or below
system pressure and 150 eallg for fuel rods with an internal rod pressure exceeding system
pressure.

* For intermediate (greater than -5-5-percent rated thernal power) and f44*Wfull-power conditions,
fuel cladding is presumed to fail if local heat flux exceeds thermal design limits (e.g., DNBR).

* For core coolability, it is conservatively assumed that the averageAvei-age fuel pellet enthalpy at
the hot spot remainsis below 200 cal/g (360 bBtu/lb) for irradiated fuel. This bounds non-
irradiated fuel, which has a slightly higher enthalpy limit.
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For core coolability, the peak fuel temperature must remain below incipient fuel melting
conditions.

Mechanical energy generated as a result of (1) non-molten fiwel-fuel4e-to-coolant interaction and
(2) fuel rod burst that must be addressed with respect to reactor pressure boundary, reactor
internals, and fuel assembly structural integrity.

No loss of coolable geometry due to (1) fuel pellet and cladding fragmentation and dispersal and
(2) fuel rod ballooning.

Peak reactor coolant system pressure is less than that which could cause stresses to exceed the
"Service Limit C" as defined in the ASME code.

Fuel melting is limited t. less than 10 percent ef the .....l..lume.t.th..et spot even if the
aver~age fuel pellet enfthalpy is below, the limits ef the first criterion.

15.4.8.2 Analysis of Effects and Consequences

Method of Analysis

The calculation of the RCCA ejection transients is performed in two stages: first, an average core ehanne!
calculation and then, a hot regioid calculation. The average core calculation is performed using spatial
neutron kinetics methods to determine the average power generation with time, including the various total
core feedback effects (Doppler reactivity and moderator reactivity). Enthalpy, eadfuel temperature, and
DNB transients t the h•. speot are then determined by multiplying the average er en.ergy gen.r.atien by
the hot channel faector nd performing a conservative fuel rod transient heat transfer calculation. 4he
pOWer distribut68in calclaefd Witheut feedbaek is eenser.vatively assumned to persist threugheut the

A discussion of the method of analysis appears in WCAP 7588, Reoision !A 15806-P-A (Reference 4).

Average Core Analysis

The spatial kinetics eompute.tLhree-dimensional nodal code TWRQKLEANC (References 14, 15, 16, 17,
21, 22, and 27) is used for the average core transient analysis. This code solves the two-group neutron
diffusion theory kinetic equation in1,+-2,-er4three spatial dimensions (rectangular coordinates) for 6six
delayed neutron groups. The core moderator and fuel temperature feedbacks are based on the NRC
approved Westinghouse version of the VIPRE-0 I code and methods (References 18 and 19). and-•p to
2000 spatial points. The comnputer- cede includes a multir-egien, tr-ansient fuel clad coolant heat transfer
model for- the ealculatien of peiatwise Doppler- and moeder-ator: feedback effects. in this analysis, the code
is used as a one dimensienal axial kinetics cede because it allows a more r-ealistie r-epr-esentatien of the
spatial effects 9f axial moderator- feedback and RCCA movement. Because. the. radial dimensi~ is

misig i t is necessary to uise eensen,~atiye mnethods (deser-bed as follows) ofcealcuflating the ejected red
wo-iand hot ehamel factor. Fuiihef descr-iption of TWAINKLE appears in subsection 15.0. 11-.

Hot SpetRod Analysis
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The hot fuel rod models are based on the Westinghouse VIPRE models described in WCAP- 15806-P-A
(Reference 4). The hot rod model represents the hottest fuel rod from any channel in the core. VIPRE
performs the hot rod transients for fuel enthalpy, temperature, and DNBR using as input the time
dependent nuclear core power and power distribution from the core average analysis. A description of the
VIPRE code is provided in Reference 18. In the hot spot analysis, the initial heat flux is equal to the
nomffinal veale multiplied by the design het channel factor. During the transient, the heat flux hot ehannel
factor is linearly increased to the transient value in 0. 1 second, the time for fall ejeetion of the rod. T:he
assumptiont is mfade that the hot spots before0 and afcr- ejcction afc coincident. T:his is consepvativc.
beeause the peale after. ejection eeeufs in or- adljacent to the assembly with the -ejected rod, and before
tueetten, the pe,,Aer- itt this Fegion is depr-essed.

Ih~ h~t ~nnt nnnIv'w~ i~ n~rtnrm~-d w~in~ th~ tII~1 nnl ~1ndiin~ trnn'i~'nt html trnn'~tAr cc'zmniiti'~r c~1e

FACTRAN (Reference 2). TFhis computer code calculates the transient temperature distributio in rs
section of a metal clad U02 fuel rod and the heat flux at the sufacf~e Of the rod, using as inpu)t the nulearf
power- Yersus timfe and the local eoolanft ecnditionS. T:he zirconfiumf Water reaction is e*plicitly
represented, and m~aterial properties are represented as functions of temperaturfe. A parabolic radial power
distribution is used withinf the fu~el rod.

FACTRAN uses the Dittus Boetere or- Jens Lottes cofrrelation to determfinfe the fillm heat transfer- befoef~
DNB and the Bishop Sandbur-g Tong correlation (Referencee 8) to deteffnine the filmf boilinig coefficienft
after DNB3. T:he BiShop Sandburg T-ong correlatiGn is; con-seratfi-vely uised, assumfinig zero bulk fluid
quality. The DNBR is nol-t c-alc-ulat-ed. instead, the coeis forfed- infto DNB by speeifý'ifg a conlservative
-DNBR heat flux. The gap heat trans&fer cefficienit is calculated by thle codea. Itf is; adjusted to foree t-he full1

power-, steady state tempemratue distributionl to) agree With the fufel heat trsferfif design codes. Further
descr-iptiont of FACTIRAN appears in subsection 15.0411.

System Overpressure Analysis

T:here is litte lilkeliheed of fuiel dispersal into the coolant. T:he pr-essure surge maey be ealeulated on the

coolability limits are not exceeded, the fuel dispersal into the coolant or a sudden pressure increase from
thermal to kinetic energy conversion is not needed to be considered in the overpressure analysis.
Therefore, the overpressure condition may be calculated on the basis of conventional fuel rod to coolant
heat transfer and the prompt heat generation in the coolant. The system overpressure analysis is conducted
by first performing the core power response analysis to obtain the nuclear power transient (versus time)
data. The nuclear power data is then used as input to a plant transient computer code to calculate the peak
reactor coolant system pressure.

The pressure surge is calculated by first p-erfrming the fuel heat trAnfrc.. alr uo. t• o deptAe ine. the
averagemad hot spot heat flu* v~ersus time. Using this heat flux data, a (Sectionf 1.1) catlculation is
performed to determine the volume surge. Finally, the volume surge is simulated in a plant transient
eempatef eede. This code calculates the pressure transient, taking into account fluid transport in the
reactor coolant system and heat transfer to the steam generators. For conservatism, no credit is taken for
the possible pressure reduction caused by the assumed failure of the control rod pressure housing.

15.4.8.2.1 Calculation of Basic Parameters
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Input parameters for the analysis are conservatively selected on the basis of -alues cfaicutlate r tnf i iS type

cribed in Reference 4.A- AAFA. - A_-A - _. I - IWARAWA t W MBettafit Bafaffietefs used in this aaalý,sfta des

15.4.8.2.1.1 Ejected Rod Worths and Hot Channel Factors

The values for ejected rod worths and hot channel factors are calculated using eithe three-dimensional
static methods er by a synthesis method using onle dimnensiofnal and PA'o dim.,ensional calculationfs.
Standard nuclear design codes are used in the analysis. No .redit is tien f•r- the flux flattening effect of
r.eactivity feedback. The calculation is performed for the maximum allowed bank insertion at a given
power level, as determined by the rod insertion limits. Adverse xenon distributions are considered in the
calculation.

Appropriate safety analysis wt-ginallowances are added to the ejected rod worth and hot channel factors
to account for calculational uncertainties, including an allowance for nuclear peaking due to densification
as discussed in Reference 4.

Power: distfibuttions before anfd after- ejectien fer- a worstease an be found in WGAP 7588, Revisioni !A
(Reference 4). DuArig plant Startup physics teStinig, rOdI WEothS and p@ewe distributionis have bee
measured in the zero power- eenfiguration and compared to values used in the analysis. The ejected rod
worth and power- peaking factor-s are consistently eve~rtfdieted in the anlalysis.

15.4.8.2.1.2 Reactivity Feedback Weighting FaetersNot Used

The largest tempe•• u4We rises, and hence the largest reactivity feedbacks, occur in channels Where the
power- is higher than average. This means that the reeativity feedback is lger than that indiated by a
simple single channel analysis.

Physies calolations rcn eantied i ut fer temper-atur.e .han.ges with a flat temperature distributied n and with
a lace number of axial and radial temperamture distributiens. Reactivity chnges arie compared, an
effective r-eactivity feedback weighting factors are shown to be conservative. These weighting factors take
the foff of multipliers that, when applied to single chame! feedbacks, oFF~ect them to effecti-ve w-hole
cor-e feedbacks for the appropraM te lu Shape.

in this analysis, because a one dimensional (axial) spatial kinetics maethod is used, axial r~eactivit
weightintg is not ncceessar- if the initial condition matches the jeeed Fed eonfiguration. in addition, no
reactivity we'ighting is applied to the moederator- feedback.

A eonservative radial r-eactivity weighting factor is applied to the transient fuol temper~ature to obAW-4 Fin a
ekffecptiveq A.el temRpe*11r-atr Asý a flincftion of timne, accounting &Fr the mAissing spatial dimension. Theose
feaetiVit) weightinig facorsW- Are-A shownA. to be onervaffftive compared to three dimensional analysi

(efer-enee--5ý

15.4.8.2.1.3 Moderator and Doppler Coefficients

The critical boron concentrations at the beginning of cycle and end of cycle are is adjusted in the nuclear
code to obtain a moderator deRsitytemperature coefficient eu*ives that ffeis conservative compared to
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actual design conditions for the plant consistent with Reference 4. The fuel temperature feedback in the
neutronics code is reduced consistent with Reference 4 requirements. No weighting faeter is applied to
these-r-esu4s.

The Doppler- r-eactivity defect is detennined as a function of power- lye! using a one dim~ensiefnal, Stead),
state computer- code with a Deppler weighting fator- of one. The Deppler- defect used is given ini
subseetion 15.0.4. T:he Doppler- weighting faetor- incr-eases under- accident eenditionts.

15.4.8.2.1.4 Delayed Neutron Fraction, Peff

Calculations of the effective delayed neutron fraction (I3eff) typically yield values no less than 0.0-pefeent
at beginning of .y.lc and 0.50 percent at end of cycle foi-he-ffi-rstyeye. The accident is sensitive to Peff if
the ejected rod worth is equal to or greater than , as in zero, pow-er tr-ansients. To allow for future cycles,
a pessimistic estimates of Penf of 0.49 percent at beginning of cc•le and 0.44 percent at end of eyele eis
used in the analysis.

15.4.8.2.1.5 Trip Reactivity Insertion

The trip reactivity insertion assumed is given in Table 15.1 3 and includesaccounts for the effect of the
ejected rod and one adjacent stuck R40GArod. These values are reduced by the ejected rod r.eativity. The
---.---- ..- ip reactivity is simulated by dropping a limited set of rods of the required worth into the core.

The start of rod motion occurs 0.9 second after the high neutron flux trip setpoint is reached. This delay is
assumed to consist of 0.583 second for the instrument channel to produce a signal, 0.167 second for the
trip breakers to open, and 0.15 second for the coil to release the rods. A curve of trip rod insertion versus
time is used, which assumes that insertion to the dashpot does not occur until 2.47 seconds after the start
of fall. The choice of such a conservative insertion rate means that there is over I second after the trip
setpoint is reached before significant shutdown reactivity is inserted into the core. This conservatism is
important for the hot full power accidents.

15.4.8.2.1.7 Results

For all cases, the core is preconditioned by assuming a fuel cycle depletion with control rod insertion that
is conservative relative to expected baseload operation. Allecause the centrl rod insertion limits for the
API 000 are multidimensional, a significant numt-ber of ro-dded eonfigurations a+re evalumted to determine
the most limfiting cases, (that is, those eases that produced the least amount of mnargi to the Standard
Review Plan Section 15.1.8 evaluation acceptance cr-iter-ia). The hot zero power- cases and het fu4l powef
eases assume that the mechanical shim and axial offset control RCCAs are inserted to their insertion
limits before the event and xenon is skewed to yield a conservative initial axial power shape. The limiting
RCCA ejection cases; for both the beginning and end oea typical cycle at zero and full power, are
psr-eseated,-esummarized following the criteria outlined in subsection 15.4.8.1.2.

PCMI and high cladding temperature (hot zero power)

The resulting maximum fuel average enthalpy rise and maximum fuel average enthalpy are less
than the criteria given in subsection 15.4.8.1.2.

• High cladding temperature (> 5% rated thermal power)
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The fraction of the core calculated to have a DNBR less than the safety analysis limit is less than
the amount of failed fuel assumed in the dose analysis described in subsection 15.4.8.3.

Core coolability

The resulting maximum fuel average enthalpy is less than the criterion given in subsection
15.4.8.1.2. Fuel melting is not predicted to occur at the hot spot.

There are no fuel failures due to the fuel enthalpy deposition, i.e., both fuel and cladding enthalpy limits
were met. Additionally, the coolability criteria for peak fuel enthalpy and the fuel melting criteria were
met. Therefore, the fuel dispersal into the coolant, a sudden pressure increase from thermal to kinetic
energy conversion, gross lattice distortion, or severe shock waves are precluded.

Beginn,,ing of cy-le, full pwlr

The limitinig ejeeted roed worth and het channel factor- arccne r~tl asu )dt b@ 0.37 pferent AIE
and 1.9, r-espectiyely. The peak hot spot cladding aver~age temaperature is 22650F. The peak hot spot fuel
eeniter temfperaitue r-eaehes mneltinig at 4 9002F. However-, moelting is r-estfieted to less than 10 perceent oe
the pellet at the hot spot-.

Beginning of cycle, zerce power

Fcr- this conditiont, the liimitin ejected red worth and het channel facter- are conservatively assumed to b-e
0.65 percent Ak and 12.0, r-espectively. The peak hot spot cladding aver-age temperature is 1907 0F, and
the peak hot spot fiiel center- temper-ature is 3018OF.7

End of cyele, fuoll powe

The ejected rOd wort andi hot channel factor are conseratively assumfed to be 0.30 percenft AkE and 6.0,
r-espectively. The peak hot spot claddinig average temiperature is 215 1 'F. The peak hot spot fuiel
temfperature r-eaches mnelting at 4800 0F. However, melting is fes~ieted to less than 10 perceent of the pellet
M he ht pot.

End of cycle, zeroe power

The ejected rod worth and hot channel factor for- this csarcoser.'atively assumed to be 0.75 percent
Ak and 19.6, r-espectively. The peak hot spot cladding aver-age temper-aturze is 21 222F, and the peak hot
S320T et Genter- +e S30FARIV-0 -V 4-R-4--r-
-r ................... J•

A..umma.y of the preceding eases is given in Table 15.1 3. The nuclear power and fuel and Waddin•g
tempe-aise-transients for the limiting cases are presented in Figures 15.4.8-1 through 15.4.8-34.

The calculated sequence of events for the limiting cases red ejection accidents, as sho w in Figures 15..8
1 through 15.1.8 4, is presented in Table 15.4-1. Reactor trip occurs early in the transients, after which the
nuclear power excursion is terminated.

15.4.8.2.1.8 Fission Product Release
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It is assumed that fission products are released from the gaps of all rods entering DNB. In the cases
considered, less than 10 percent of the rods are assumed to enter DNB based on a detailed three-
dimensional kinetics and hot rod analysis. The maximum fuel average enthalpy rise of rods predicted to
enter DNB will be less than 60 cal/g. Fuel melting does not occur at the hot spot.TH1NC I.enalys
(Refer-enee 4). Although lifnited (less than 10 perceent) fuel melting at the het spot is allowed for- the full
power. eases, in practice, melting is net expected bceause the anfalysis oonser.'atYei5 assumfes that the hot
spots befrt and after. ejection are coincident.

15.4.8.2.1.9 Peak Reactor Coolant System Pressure Sirge

A-eCalculations of the pfresse-eu fgepeak reactor coolant system pressurefor an ejecti•n w-rth of about
One dollar at begitMing of cycle, hot fiill power, demonstrates that the peak pressure does not exceed that
which would cause the stress to exceed the Service Level C Limit as described in the ASME Code,

Section III. Because the se'erity of the analysis does not exceed the worst ease analysisTherefore, the
accident for this plant does not result in an excessive pressure rise or further damage to the reactor coolant
system.

15.4.8.3 Radiological Consequences

The evaluation of the radiological consequences of a postulated rod ejection accident assumes that the
reactor is operating with a limited number of fuel rods containing cladding defectsthe design basis fuel

defect leyel (0.25 perceent of power proeduced by fuel reds containing cladding defects) and that leaking
steam generator tubes result in a buildup of activity in the secondary coolant. See subsection 15.4.8.3.1
and Table 15.4-4.

As a result of the accident, 10 percent of the fuel rods are assumed to be damaged (see subsection
15.4.8.2.1.8) such that the activity contained in the fuel-cladding gap is released to the reactor coolant. 4*

addition, a small fracrtion of fuel is assumed to Melt and release cr•1 e in§,ea•y to the r-eaeto*r colanNo
fuel melt is calculated to occur as a result of the rod ejection (see subsection 15.4.8.2.1.8).

15.4.8.3.1 Source Term

The significant radionuclide releases due to the rod ejection accident are the iodines, alkali metals, and

noble gases. The reactor coolant iodine source term assumes a pre-existing iodine spike. The initial
reactor coolant noble gas and alkali metal concentrations are assumed to be those associated with
equilibrium operating limits for primary coolant noble gas activity. The initial reactor coolant alkali metal
concentrations are assumed to be those associated with the design fuel defect level. These initial reactor
coolant activities are of secondary importance compared to the release of fission products from the
portion of the core assumed to fail.

Based on NUREG-1465 (Reference 12), the fission product gap fraction is 3 percent of fuel inventory.
For this analysis, the gap fractions are modified following the guidance of Draft Guide 1199 (Reference
25), which incorporates the effects of enthalpy rise in the fuel following the reactivity insertion, consistent
with Appendix B of SRP 4.2, Revision 3 (Reference 24). Draft Guide 1199 included expanded guidance
for determining nuclide gap fractions available for release following a rod ejection. Reference 26 was
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issued as a clarification to the gap fraction guidance in Draft Guide 1199. An enthalpy rise of 60 cal/gm is
used to calculate the gap fractions (see subsection 15.4.8.2.1.8) is incl.r.e a.Sed. to-4 10 percent of the inventory,
fre iodine and noble gases and 12 percent for- alkali metals. Also, to address the fact that the failed fuel
rods may have been operating at power levels above the core average, the source term is increased by the
lead rod radial peaking factor. No fuel melt is calculated to occur as a result of the rod ejection (see
subsection 15.4.8.2.1.8).

Even though ne fuel centerline Melting is .pe.ted, a ,nscrati.e upper- limit fr-. fuel melting was
determined to be 0.25 percent of the core based an the following assumptions:

i. No mere than 50 perceent of the rods cxperiencinig clad damage will exper-ience eenterlin
maelting. (Based on 10 perceent of rods failing, this is 5 percenft of th-e cor-e.)

v .

2. Dufe to the p@Wer distribution within the core, no morfe than 50 percent Of the axial elengh of the
affected fulel rOdS Will ex iec melting. (This r-educees the equivalent number: of rods exper-incg
melting to 2.5 percenat of the cor-e.)

3. Of rods exper-iencing center-line mnelting, only a conscr,'ative mfaximum of the innlermfest 10
percenft of the fuel volume will aetually maelt. (Based on 2.5 perccnt of the rods exe.nin elting, the-
resulting fractionl of the coeepeinig melting is 0.25 percent.)

All of ahthe noble gases and half of the iodines and alkali metals arc assumned to be released freom the melted-

The initial secondary coolant activity is acerumed to be 10 percent of the m~aximum" equilibriuprmy
cooan818ft ftetivi4; for iodinceS and alkali metaS.

15.4.8.3.5 Identification of Conservatisms

The reactor coolant activities are based on conservative assumptions (refer to Table 15.4-4)m*
a•sumed fuel defect level of 0.25 percent; whereas, the activities based on the expected fuel
defect level isare far less thanthis (see Section 11.1).

15.4.8.3.6 Doses

Using the assumptions from Table 15.4-4, the calculated total effective dose equivalent (TEDE) doses are
determined to be less thea- .84.0 rem at the site boundary for the limiting 2-hour interval (0 to 2 hours)
and les thean 2.5.9 rem at the low population zone outer boundary. These doses are well within the dose
guideline of 25 rem total effectivl-e dese equivalentTEDE identified in 10 CFR Part 50.34. The phrase
"well within" is taken as being 25 percent or less.
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Table 15.4-1 (Sheet 2 of 3)

TIME SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR INCIDENTS WHICH RESULT IN
REACTIVITY AND POWER DISTRIBUTION ANOMALIES

Time
Accident Event (seconds)

RCCA ejection accident

1. Beginning of .y.le, fu!l Initiation of rod ejection 0.00
PWWPCMI limiting
event

PS"F range high Rez..rzr fl~k (high Seffirf) Sefzitl We~z 0-0a

Peak nuclear power occurs 0.14

R,•d begin to fall intz -ereReactor trip setpoint reached <0.930

Peak cladding temperature occurs 0(..36

Peak heam-fRomnthalpy deposition occurs 27--170.44

Rods begin to fall into corePe, f.rue! zztz: tzmpzrarn zez-, 4--541.20

2. Beginning of eyele, zero Initiation of rod ejection 0.00
pawefPeak cladding
temperature limiting event

Power range high neutron flux (low setting) setpoint reached 0.37

Peak nuclear power occurs 0.40.08

Red begie te fall ir.te coreMinimum DNBR occurs 0.1 1-.2q

Peak cladding temperature occurs Pe:: heat ,w see'- 0.11-53

Reactor trip setpoint reache WE kezk ,ddng tcrn. z..•ur. .eea. <2-.5-.-. 30

Rods begin to fall into core:-: fr- zn:1 r :rameftatlure .'z e-.l -341.20

3. End ef cyel efull powe*rPeak Initiation of rod ejection 0.00
enthalpy/peak fuel centerline
temperature event

Peak nuclear power occurs 0.4-406

Resz begin te fWll i4to zzrzeReactor trip setpoint reached <0.,9430

Rods begin to fall into core Peelk lazdding temzpeaturvcceuff- 1.2046

Peak fuel center temperature occurs.e-k+&at-o r 2.3-750

Peak cladding temperature occur .PAk fia.l aiz.t.. .tempef ....... 4-42.80
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Table 15.4-1 (Sheet 3 of 3)

TIME SEQUENCE OF EVENTS FOR INCIDENTS WHICH RESULT IN
REACTIVITY AND POWER DISTRIBUTION ANOMALIES

Time
Accident Event (seconds)

4. End of zycle, zrc pFewer .. itiatie. of roed . je.ti... n00

Power- rangO high He~tfro fltuk (18W zctting)0-2

Peak nuclear power GOccurG-2-

Roeds begin to W!l into core 444

Peak cladding temperature occurS49Z

-PeakA hea-t 4-414 occurs 4.9

Peak fuiel center- temper-Ature occurs2-9
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PARAMETERS USED INTHE ANALYSIS OF THE RoD) CLUSTER CONT ROL
ASSEMB8LY EJECTION A CCIDENT

141l, 1 I A

T'me in Life Begf Beg'i'g ____

PoWer WWeI (%) 40-Or 0 --0

Ejected rod w.Fth ([0Z) 0A.6-5

Delayed neuron fretio. ;.4 0o.19

Feedback reactiviity Weighting 245.422 279 4-3-5

Tri rectvit (%k)4-.02- 4-.9

Sbefre ro-d ejeetion 2-A

.......... A . .. e....42-A 49 944

Number- of operational pumips 4 -24

Maximum fuel pellet aV-rage 4 9-2-
tefnefawFe ('F4 _

Mea.mum fuel center -344 4-9-74 44-8-74
. .ffi.eff..... ____

Mmeimum Wladding averege 4l9Q;24 2492 ~ 241-5

Mwmu f~il tored energy 4c-"g 4&4 4-P 1;0

Percent Of fueSl meldted At hot spot 0

Neesm
1. H4ZP H49t zero power
2. H4FP Hot full power
-3 T-hp mniRf -- @tf1measuife-m'-nt "iinn'-rts a i eme~nt r"'wer- inee t iat;N, usefn a 2 emvnt re'wr

n.a....ie... Table 15.4-3 Not Used
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Table 15.4-4 (Sheet 1 of 2)

PARAMETERS USED IN EVALUATING THE RADIOLOGICAL
CONSEQUENCES OF A ROD EJECTION ACCIDENT

Initial reactor coolant iodine An assumed iodine spike that has resulted in an increase in the reactor
activity coolant activity to 60 gCi/g (2.22E+06 Bq/g) of dose equivalent 1-131

(see Appendix 15A)(a)

Reactor coolant noble gas Equal to the operating limit for reactor coolant activity of 280 .tCi/g
activity (1.036E+07 Bq/g) dose equivalent Xe-133

Reactor coolant alkali metal Design basis activity (see Table 11.1-2)
activity

Secondary coolant initial 10% of reactor coolant concentrations at maximum equilibrium
iodine and alkali metal conditions
activity

Radial peaking factor (for 1.765
determination of activity in
failedAnekedamaged fuel)

Fuel cladding failure

- Fraction of fuel rods 0.1
assumed to fail

- Fuel enthalpy increase
(cal/gm)

60

Fission product gap
fractions

lodines 131 0.1238
Iodine 132 0.1338
Krypton 85 0.5120
-andOther noble gases 0.1238
Other halogens 0.0938
Alkali metals 0.-20.6860

GeFe-m~
Fractiz~n c~f ~corc h~-

Fractien of aetiv.ity
Feleased
ledines and alkali metals 0
Neble gases -.

Iodine chemical form (%)

- Elemental 4.85

- Organic 0.15

- Particulate 95.0

Core activity See Table 15A-3 inAppe•di* 15A

Nuclide data See Table 15A-4 -in Appendix 115A
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I I Reactor coolant mass (lb) 1 3.7 E+05 (1.68E+05 kg) 11

Note:
a. The assumption of a pre-existing iodine spike is a conservative assumption for the initial reactor coolant

activity. However, compared to the activity assumed to be released from damaged fuel, it is not significant.
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Table 15.4-4 (Sheet 2 of 2)

PARAMETERS USED IN EVALUATING THE RADIOLOGICAL
CONSEQUENCES OF A ROD EJECTION ACCIDENT

Condenser Not available

Duration of accident (days) 30

Atmospheric dispersion (X/Q) factors See Table 15A-5 in Appendix d 5A

Secondary system release path

- Primary to secondary leak rate (lb/hr) 104.5(al) (47.4 kg/hr)

- Leak flashing fraction 0.04(b)

- Secondary coolant mass (lb) 6.06 E+05 (2.75E+05 kg)

- Duration of steam release from 1800
secondary system (sec)

- Steam released from secondary 1.08 E+05 (4.90E+04 kg)
system (lb)

- Partition coefficient in steam generators

* Iodine 0.01
* Alkali metals 0.00354-

Containment leakage release path

- Containment leak rate (% per day)

* 0-24 hr 0.10
• >24 hr 0.05

- Airborne activity removal
coefficients (hr-1)

* Elemental iodine 1.•9(c)
• Organic iodine 0
* Particulate iodine or alkali metals 0.1

- Decontamination factor limit for 200

elemental iodine removal

- Time to reach the decontamination 342.78
factor limit for elemental iodine (hr)

Notes:
a. Equivalent to 300 gpd (1.14 m3/day) cooled liquid at 62.4 lb/Wf (999.6 kg/m3).
b. No credit for iodine partitioning is taken for flashed leakage.
c. From Appendix 15B.
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Figure 15.4.8-4 not used
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15.6.2.6 Doses

Using the assumptions from Table 15.6.2-1, the calculated total effective dose equivalent
(TEDE) doses are determined to be -- 1.3-1 rem at the exclusion area boundary and ,4
0."-6 rem at the low population zone outer boundary. These doses are a small fraction of the
dose guideline of 25 rem TEDE identified in 10 CFR Part 50.34. The phrase "a small
fraction" is taken as being ten percent or less.

15.6.3.3.1 Source Term

The secondary coolant iodine and alkali metal activity is assumed to be 10 percent of the
maximum equilibrium primary coolant activity.

15.6.3.3.6 Doses

Using the assumptions from Table 15.6.3-3, the calculated TEDE doses for the case in which
the iodine spike is assumed to be initiated by the accident are determined to be less•than
0.76 rem at the exclusion area boundary for the limiting 2-hour interval (0-2 hours) and-le%
dw* 0.5 rem at the low population zone outer boundary. These doses are a small fraction of
the dose guideline of 25 rem TEDE identified in 10 CFR Part 50.34. A "small fraction" is
defined, consistent with the Standard Review Plan, as being ten percent or less.

For the case in which the SGTR is assumed to occur coincident with a pre-existing iodine
spike, the TEDE doses are determined to be less-tha-1.4 rem at the exclusion area boundary
for the limiting 2-hour interval (0 to 2 hours) and 4ess-Hom-0.7 rem at the low population zone
outer boundary. These doses are within the dose guideline of 25 rem TEDE identified in 10
CFR Part 50.34.

Table 15.6.2-1

PARAMETERS USED IN EVALUATING THE RADIOLOGICAL
CONSEQUENCES OF A SMALL LINE BREAK OUTSIDE CONTAINMENT

Reactor coolant iodine activity Initial activity equal to the design basis reactor coolant
activity of 1.0jtCi/g dose equivalent 1-131 with an
assumed iodine spike that increases the rate of iodine
release from fuel into the coolant by a factor of 500
(see Table 15A-2 in Appendix 15A)(a)

Reactor coolant noble gas activity 280 g.tCi/g dose equivalent Xe- 133

Break flow rate (gpm) 13 0 (b)

Fraction of reactor coolant flashing 0.47-1,

Duration of accident (hr) 0.5

Atmospheric dispersion (x!Q) factors See Table 15A-5

Nuclide data See Table 15A-4

Notes:
a. Use of accident-initiated iodine spike is consistent with the guidance in the Standard Review Plan.
b. At density of 62.4 lb/ft3.
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Table 15.6.3-3

PARAMETERS USED IN EVALUATING THE RADIOLOGICAL
CONSEQUENCES OF A STEAM GENERATOR TUBE RUPTURE

Reactor coolant iodine activity

- Accident initiated spike Initial activity equal to the equilibrium operating limit
for reactor coolant activity of 1.0 tCi/g dose
equivalent 1- 131 with an assumed iodine spike that
increases the rate of iodine release from fuel into the
coolant by a factor of 335 (see Appendix 15A).
Duration of spike is g48.0 hours.

- Preaccident spike An assumed iodine spike that results in an increase
in the reactor coolant activity to 60 jiCi/g of dose
equivalent 1-131 (see Appendix 15A)

Reactor coolant noble gas activity 280 jiCi/g dose equivalent Xe- 133

Reactor coolant alkali metal activity Design basis activity (see Table 11.1-2)

Secondary coolant initial iodine and alkali metal 10% of reactor coolant concentrations at maximum
equilibrium conditions

Reactor coolant mass (lb) 3.84-7 E+05

Offsite power Lost on reactor trip

Condenser Lost on reactor trip

Time of reactor trip Beginning of the accident

Duration of steam releases (hr) -I1-5.4-994

Atmospheric dispersion factors See Appendix 15A

Nuclide data See Appendix 15A
Steam generator in ruptured loop
- Initial secondary coolant mass (lb) 1.166 E+05
- Primary-to-secondary break flow See Figure 15.6.3-5
- Integrated flashed break flow (lb) See Figure 15.6.3-10
- Steam released (lb) See Table 15.6.3-2
- Iodine partition coefficient 1.0 E-02 (a)

- Alkali metals partition coefficient 43.0-5 E-03(a)

Steam generator in intact loop
- Initial secondary coolant mass (lb) 2.00-30 E+0-504
- Primary-to-secondary leak rate (lb/hr) 52.441 6(b)

- Steam released (Ib) See Table 15.6.3-2
- Iodine partition coefficient 1.0 E-02(a)

- Alkali metals partition coefficient -3.0-5 E-03 (a)

Notes:
a. Iodine Rpartition coefficient does not apply to flashed break flow.
b. Equivalent to 150 gpd at psia cooled liquid at 62.4 lb/ft3 .
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15.6.5.3.5 Main Control Room Dose Model

There are two approaches used for modeling the activity entering the main control room. If power is

available, the normal heating, ventilation, and air-conditioning (HVAC) system will switch over to a

supplemental filtration mode (Section 9.4). The normal HVAC system is not a safety-class system but

provides defense in depth.

Alternatively, if the normal HVAC is inoperable or, if operable, the supplemental filtration train does not

function properly resulting in increasing levels of airborne iodine in the main control room, the

emergency habitability system (Section 6.4) would be actuated when high-High-2 iodine or particulate

activity is detected. The emergency habitability system provides passive pressurization of the main

control room from a bottled air supply to prevent inleakage of contaminated air to the main control room.

The bottled air also induces flow through the passive air filtration system which filters contaminated air in

the main control room. There is a 72-hour supply of air in the emergency habitability system. After this

time, the main control room is assumed to be opened and unfiltered air is drawn into the main control

room by way of an ancillary fan. After 7 days, offsite support is assumed to be available to reestablish

operability of the control room habitability system by replenishing the compressed air supply. As a

defense-in-depth measure, the nonsafety-related normal control room HVAC would be brought back into

operation with the supplemental filtration train if power is available.

The main control room is accessed by a vestibule entrance, which restricts the volume of contaminated air

that can enter the main control room from ingress and egress. The design of the emergency habitability

system (VES) provides 65 scfm ±5 scfm to the control room and maintains it in a pressurized state. The

path for the purge flow out of the main control room is through the vestibule entrance and this should

result in a dilution of the activity in the vestibule and a reduction in the amount of activity that might enter

the main control room. However, no additional credit is taken for dilution of the vestibule via the purge.

The projected inleakage into the main control room through ingress/egress is 5 cfm. An additional 10 cfm

of unfiltered inleakage is conservatively assumed from other sources.

Activity entering the main control room is assumed to be uniformly dispersed. With the VES in operation,

airborne activity is removed from the main control room atmosphere via the passive recirculation

filtration portion of the VES.

The main control room dose calculation models are provided in Appendix 15A for the determination of

doses resulting from activity which enters the main control room envelope.
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15.6.5.3.8.1 Offsite Doses

The reported exclusion area boundary doses are for the time period of --41.3 to -343.3 hours. This is the
2-hour interval that has the highest calculated doses. The dose that would be incurred over the first 2
hours of the accident is well below the reported dose.

15.6.5.3.8.2 Doses to Operators in the Main Control Room

The doses calculated for the main control room personnel due to airborne activity entering the main
control room are listed in Table 15.6.5-3. Also listed on Table 15.6.5-3 are the doses due to direct shine
from the activity in the adjacent buildings, shine from radioactivity accumulated on the VES or VBS
filters, and sky-shine from the radiation that streams out the top of the containment shield building and is
reflected back down by air-scattering. The total of th4hfeethese dose paths is within the dose criteria of 5
rem TEDE as defined in GDC 19.

As discussed above for the offsite doses, there is the potential for a dose to the operators in the main
control room due to iodine releases from postulated spent fuel boiling. The calculated dose from this
source is less than 0.01 rem TEDE and is reported in Table 15.6.5-3.
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Table 15.6.5-2 (Sheet I of 3)

ASSUMPTIONS AND PARAMETERS USED IN CALCULATING
RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF A LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT

Primary coolant source data

- Noble gas concentration 280 gCi/g dose equivalent Xe-133
- Iodine concentration 1.0 liCi/g dose equivalent 1-131

- Primary coolant mass (lb) 3;.724.39 E+05

Containment purge release data

- Containment purge flow rate (cfin) 880016000

- Time to isolate purge line (seconds) 30

- Time to blow down the primary coolant system (minutes) 10

- Fraction of primary coolant iodine that becomes airborne 0".l.0

Core source data

- Core activity at shutdown See Table 15A-3

- Release of core activity to containment atmosphere (timing and See Table 15.6.5-1
fractions)

- Iodine species distribution (%)

* Elemental 4.85

* Organic 0.15

* Particulate 95

Containment leakage release data

- Containment volume (ft3) 2.06 E+06

- Containment leak rate, 0-24 hr (% per day) 0.10

- Containment leak rate, > 24 hr (% per day) 0.05

- Elemental iodine deposition removal coefficient (hr 1) 4-7-7l.9

- Decontamination factor limit for elemental iodine removal 200

- Removal coefficient for particulates (hr-) See Appendix 15B

Main control room model

- Main control room volume (ft3) 35,7003.89E+04
- Volume of HVAC, including main control room and control support 4154,001.2E+05

area (ft3)

- Normal HVAC operation (prior to switchover to an emergency mode)

" Air intake flow (cfm) 492-51650
* Filter efficiency Not applicable

- Atmospheric dispersion factors (sec/m3) See Table 15A-6
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Table 15.6.5-2 (Sheet 2 of 3)

ASSUMPTIONS AND PARAMETERS USED IN CALCULATING
RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF A LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT

Main control room model (cont.)

- Occupancy

* 0 - 24 hr 1.0

* 24 - 96 hr 0.6

* 96 - 720 hr 0.4

- Breathing rate (m3/sec) 3.5 E-04

Control room with emergency habitability system credited (VES Credited)

- Main control room activity level at which the emergency habitability system 2.0- -2.0 E-"07
actuation is actuated (Ci/m 3 of dose equivalent 1-131)

- Response time to actuate VES based on radiation monitor response time and 4l-8200
VBS isolation (see)

- Interval with operation of the emergency habitability system
• Flow from compressed air bottles of the emergency habitability system 60

(cfm)
* Unfiltered inleakage via ingress/egress (scfmn) 5
* Unfiltered inleakage from other sources (scfln) 10
• Recirculation flow through filters (scfin) 600

" Filter efficiency (%)
" Elemental iodine 90
* Organic iodine 4090
* Particulates 99

- Time at which the compressed air supply of the emergency habitability 72
system is depleted (hr)

- After depletion of emergency habitability system bottled air supply (>72 hr)
* Air intake flow (cfin) 4-0q1900

* Intake flow filter efficiency (%) Not applicable
* Recirculation flow (cfim) Not applicable

- Time at which the compressed air supply is restored and emergency 168
habitability system returns to operation (hr)
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Table 15.6.5-2 (Sheet 3 of 3)

ASSUMPTIONS AND PARAMETERS USED IN CALCULATING
RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF A LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT

Control room with credit for continued operation of HVAC (VBS
Supplemental Filtration Mode Credited)

- Time to switch from normal operation to the supplemental air 60265
filtration mode (sec)

- Unfiltered air inleakage (cfim) 25

- Filtered air intake flow (cfmn) 860

- Filtered air recirculation flow (cfm) 2740

- Filter efficiency (%)

* Elemental iodine 90

* Organic iodine 90

* Particulates 99

Miscellaneous assumptions and parameters

- Offsite power Not applicable

- Atmospheric dispersion factors (offsite) See Table 15A-5

- Nuclide dose conversion factors See Table 15A-4

- Nuclide decay constants See Table 15A-4

- Offsite breathing rate (m3/sec)

0 - 8hr 3.5 E-04

8 - 24hr 1.8 E-04

24 - 720 hr 2.3 E-04
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I

Table 15.6.5-3

RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES OF A
LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT WITH CORE MELT

TEDE Dose (rem)

Exclusion zone boundary dose (4-41.3 - -143.3 hr)(1) 24-.623.5

Low population zone boundary dose (0 - 30 days) 2X422.2

Main control room dose (emergency habitability system in operation)

- Airborne activity entering the main control room 4-243.70
- Direct radiation from adjacent structures, including sky shine 00.-15--30
- Filter shine 0.32 44l
- Spent fuel pooling boiling 0.01
- Total 44.44-33

Main control room dose (normal HVAC operating in the supplemental filtration
mode)

- Airborne activity entering the main control room 4A4.46-50
- Direct radiation from adjacent structures, including sky shine 0"0.-15-30
- Filter shine "•0.4--03
- Spent fuel pooling boiling 0.01
- Total 4-4.7-3-84
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15.7.4.5 ffsite Doses

Using the assumptions from Table 15.7-1, the calculated doses from the initial releases are
determined to be 2.-7-8 rem TEDE at the site boundary and 1.2 rem TEDE at the low
population zone outer boundary. These doses are well within the dose guideline of 25 rem
TEDE identified in 10 CFR Part 50.34. The phrase "well within" is taken as meaning 25
percent or less.
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Table 15.7-1

ASSUMPTIONS USED TO DETERMINE
FUEL HANDLING ACCIDENT RADIOLOGICAL CONSEQUENCES

Source term assumptions

- Core power (MWt) 343469()

- Decay time (hr) 48

Core source term after 48 hours decay (Ci)

1-130 1.2841)9 E+05
1-131 8.1826 E+07
1-132 9.102-7- E+07
1-133 4.0644 E+07
1-135 1.1724- E+06
Kr-85m 1.529 E+04
Kr-85 1.075 E+06
Kr-88 5.45l-1 E+02
Xe- 131 m 1.02-5 E+06
Xe-133m 4.47-P E+06
Xe-133 1.7069 E+08
Xe-135m 1.94-91 E+05
Xe- 135 1.049 E+07

Number of fuel assemblies in core 157

Amount of fuel damage One assembly

Maximum rod radial peaking factor 1.765

Percentage of fission products in gap

1-131 8

Other iodines 5

Kr-85 10

Other noble gases 5

Pool decontamination factor for iodine 200

Activity release period (hr) 2

Atmospheric dispersion factors See Table 15A-5 in Appendix 15A

Breathing rates (m 3/sec) 3.5 E-4

Nuclide data See Appendix 15A

Note:
1. The main feedwater flow measurement supports a 1-percent power uncertainty: U.. Of f 2 Pe ,.. . .,

uncertainty is eensez.'ative.
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15A.3.1.2 Secondary Coolant Source Term

The secondary coolant source term used in the radiological consequences analyses is conservatively
assumed to be 4-0-1 percent of the primary coolant equilibrium source term. This is more conservative
than using the design basis secondary coolant source terms listed in Table 11.1-5.

Because the iodine spiking phenomenon is short-lived and there is a high level of conservatism for the
assumed secondary coolant iodine concentrations, the effect of iodine spiking on the secondary coolant
iodine source terms is not modeled.

There is assumed to be no secondary coolant noble gas source term because the noble gases entering the
secondary side due to primary-to-secondary leakage enter the steam phase and are discharged via the
condenser air removal system.

15B.1 Elemental Iodine Removal

Elemental iodine is removed by deposition onto the structural surfaces inside the containment. The

removal of elemental iodine is modeled using the equation from the Standard Review Plan (Reference
1):

KwA

V

where:

Xd = first order removal coefficient by surface deposition

K, = mass transfer coefficient (specified in Reference 1 as 4.9 mihr)

A = surface area available for deposition

V = containment building volume

The available deposition surface is 21,000Q251,000 ft2, and the containment building net free volume is

2.06 x 106 ft3. From these inputs, the elemental iodine removal coefficient is 4.11.9 hr 1 .

Consistent with the guidance of Reference 1, credit for elemental iodine removal is assumed to continue
until a decontamination factor (DF) of 200 is reached in the containment atmosphere. Because the

source term for the LOCA (defined in subsection 15.6.5.3) is modeled as a gradual release of activity into
the containment, the determination of the time at which the DF of 200 is reached needs to be based on

the amount of elemental iodine that enters the containment atmosphere over the duration of core
activity release.
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3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.4 Secondary Specific Activity

LCO 3.7.4

APPLICABILITY:

The specific activity of the secondary coolant shall be < 0.1-0.01 gtCi/gmn DOSE
EQUIVALENT 1- 131.

MODES 1, 2, 3 and 4.

ACTIONS

CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

A. Specific activity not A.1 Be in MODE 3. 6 hours
within limit. AND

A.2 Be in MODE 5. 36 hours

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

SR 3.7.4.1 Verify the specific activity of the secondary coolant 31 days
< 040.01 pCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131.
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RCS Specific Activity

B 3.4.10

BASES

APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSES (continued)

assumed to be the LCO of 280 pCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT XE-133. The
safety analysis assumes the specific activity of the secondary coolant at its limit
of 040.01 tCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-131 from LCO 3.7.4, "Secondary
Specific Activity."

The LCO limits ensure that, in either case, the doses reported in Chapter 15
remain bounding.

The RCS specific activity satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.4 Secondary Specific Activity

Secondary Specific Activity

B 3.7.4

BASES

BACKGROUND Activity in the secondary coolant results from steam generator tube LEAKAGE
from the Reactor Coolant System (RCS). Other fission product isotopes, as well
as activated corrosion products in lesser amounts, may also be found in the
secondary coolant. While fission products present in the primary coolant, as well
as activated corrosion products, enter the secondary coolant system due to the
primary to secondary LEAKAGE, only the iodines are of a significant concern
relative to airborne release of activity in the event of an accident or abnormal
occurrence (radioactive noble gases that enter the secondary side are not retained
in the coolant but are released to the environment via the condenser air removal
system throughout normal operation).

The limit on secondary coolant radioactive iodines minimizes releases to the
environment due to anticipated operational occurrences or postulated accidents.

APPLICABLE
SAFETY
ANALYSES

The accident analysis of the main steam line break (SLB) as discussed in Chapter
15 (Ref. 1) assumes the initial secondary coolant specific activity to have a
radioactive isotope concentration of0440.01 tCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT
1-131. This assumption is used in the analysis for determining the radiological
consequences of the postulated accident. The accident analysis, based on this
and other assumptions, shows that the radiological consequences of a postulated
SLB are within the acceptance criteria in SRP Section 15.0.1, and within the
exposure guideline values of 10 CFR Part 50.34.

Secondary specific activity satisfies Criterion 2 of 10 CFR 50.36(c)(2)(ii).

LCO As indicated in the Applicable Safety Analyses, the specific activity limit of the
secondary coolant is required to be < 040.01 piCi/gm DOSE EQUIVALENT 1-
131 to maintain the validity of the analyses reported in Chapter 15 (Ref. 1).

Monitoring the specific activity of the secondary coolant ensures that when
secondary specific activity limits are exceeded, appropriate actions are taken in a
timely manner to place the unit in an operational MODE that would minimize the
radiological consequences of a DBA.
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B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

B 3.7.6 Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System (VES)

Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System (VES)

B 3.7.6

BASES

BACKGROUND The Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System (VES) provides a
protected environment from which operators can control the plant following an
uncontrolled release of radioactivity, hazardous chemicals, or smoke. The system
is designed to operate following a Design Basis Accident (DBA) which requires
protection from the release of radioactivity. In these events, the Nuclear Island
Non-Radioactive Ventilation System (VBS) would continue to function if AC
power is available. If AC power is lost or a High-2 iodine or particulate Main
Control Room Envelope (MCRE) radiation signal is received, the VES is
actuated. The MCRE radioactivity is measured by detectors in the MCR supply
air duct, downstream of the filtration units. The major functions of the VES are:
1) to provide forced ventilation to deliver an adequate supply of breathable air
(Ref. 4) for the MCRE occupants; 2) to provide forced ventilation to maintain the
MCRE at a 1/8 inch water gauge positive pressure with respect to the
surrounding areas; 3) provide passive filtration to filter contaminated air in the
MCRE; and 4) to limit the temperature increase of the MCRE equipment and
facilities that must remain functional during an accident, via the heat absorption
of passive heat sinks.

The VES consists of compressed air storage tanks, two air delivery flow paths, an
eductor, a high efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filter, an activated charcoal
adsorber section for removal of gaseous activity (principally iodines), associated
valves or dampers, piping, and instrumentation. The tanks contain enough
breathable air to supply the required air flow to the MCRE for at least 72 hours.
The VES system is designed to maintain CO2 concentration less than 0.5% for up
to 11 MCRE occupants.

The MCRE is the area within the confines of the MCRE boundary that contains
the spaces that control room operators inhabit to control the unit during normal
and accident conditions. This area encompasses the main control area, operations
work area, operational break room, shift supervisor's office, kitchen, and toilet
facilities (Ref. 1). The MCRE is protected during normal operation, natural
events, and accident conditions. The MCRE boundary is the combination of
walls, floor, roof, electrical and mechanical penetrations, and access doors. The
OPERABILITY of the MCRE boundary must be maintained to ensure that the
inleakage of unfiltered air into the MCRE will not exceed the inleakage assumed
in the licensing basis analysis of design basis accident (DBA) consequences to
MCRE occupants. The MCRE and its boundary are defined in the Main Control
Room Envelope Habitability Program.
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Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System (VES)

B 3.7.6
BASES

BACKGROUND (continued)

Sufficient thermal mass exists in the surrounding concrete structure (including
walls, ceiling and floors) to absorb the heat generated inside the MCRE, which is
initially at or below 75F. Heat sources inside the MCRE include operator
workstations, emergency lighting and occupants. Sufficient insulation is
provided surrounding the MCRE pressure boundary to preserve the minimum
required thermal capacity of the heat sink. The insulation also limits the heat
gain from the adjoining areas following the loss of VBS cooling.

In the unlikely event that power to the VBS is unavailable for more than
72 hours, MCRE habitability is maintained by operating one of the two MCRE
ancillary fans to supply outside air to the MCRE.

The compressed air storage tanks are initially filled to contain greater than
327,574 scf of compressed air. The compressed air storage tanks, the tank
pressure, and the room temperature are monitored to confirm that the required
volume of breathable air is stored. During operation of the VES, a self contained
pressure regulating valve maintains a constant downstream pressure regardless of
the upstream pressure. An orifice downstream of the regulating valve is used to
control the air flow rate into the MCRE. The MCRE is maintained at a 1/8 inch
water gauge positive pressure to minimize the infiltration of airborne
contaminants from the surrounding areas. The VES operation in maintaining the
MCRE habitable is discussed in Reference 1.

APPLICABLE The compressed air storage tanks are sized such that the set of tanks has a
SAFETY combined capacity that provides at least 72 hours of VES operation.
ANALYSES

Operation of the VES is automatically initiated by either of the following safety
related signals:

" Control Room Air Supply Iodine or Particulate Radiation - Hhigh-2
* Loss of all AC power for more than 10 minutesparticulate or i•dine

In the event of a less o~f all AC pewcr-, the VES frnctions to prcvyide
ventilation. mscsur-iiatiea. and eeeline 4f the MCREi or-esurce boundar,'.
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In the event o-that a hHigh- 1 level,--gaseews-radioactivity setpoint value is
reached outside of the MCPRE, the non-safety VBS centinues to opcrate to
provide pressurizaticn andre-aligns to supplemental filtration mode, providing
filtratien Amctiewn. -The MCRE pressurization, cooling, and filtration.eir- supply
downstrewn of the filltation unit is monitered by a safety r•ltd r.adi.tion
deteelr.

Upon hHigh-2 particulate or iodine radioactivity setpoint, a safety related signal
is generated to isolate the MCRE and to initiate air flow from the VES storage
tanks. Isolation of the MCRE consists of closing safety related valves in the lines
that penetrate the MCRE pressure boundary. Valves in the VBS supply and
exhaust ducts, and the Sanitary Drainage System (SDS) vent lines are
automatically isolated. VES air flow is initiated by a safety related signal which
opens the isolation valves in the VES supply lines.


